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⑰43- Lecture 23

throughout:L is a finite--dim. Semisimple Liealg.,

defined over algo closed field 1with char
=

0, choose a

Cartan subalgebra ACL,
write IA*for corresp.rootsys.,

choose a setofsimple roots , positive
roots *, write

v =(ra1a =4) c0L(**) for weylgroup.
Lattime:LetIbe center ofuniversal envelopingalg.U(L)

standard

For each 1*H*we havea cyclic ↳
-module 2()*U(Le 0x

U(8)I
↑I-dim

Fact: There exists a unique algebra
hom. X1:2+A Borelsubdly-

called the character) with a -u =xx(a)nXac7,4cz(t)



Harish. Chandra's thin gives nec, and suff, condition to have

xx =xp far x, M =A* Namely:say thatI,meH*

I are linked (and write + vi) if148 and puts are

in same w-orbitwhere 8= apt

Thm for +,Ms** wehave xx=xp ifand only iftrm.

Define the farcharacter ofany (standard cyclic)L-modulev
to be the formal expression Chr =I dimve".

MeA*

Here M=[veVIh.v =mChvVheH]Eei is just a formal symbol



The reason for this notation is thatwe wantenable

adding and multiplying characters like formal power series (or
polynomials) under convention thatetel = ett

for this kind ofmultiplication to be well-defined the set of

nonzero coefficients up to in a charactere
must be finitelysupported in some sense.

Relevantproperty:If V isstandard cyclic then chre(f

~
Feltis set ofexpressions xpline"for which there

are finitely many dia,..,kH*such that up
toMati forsome

index i

where mad means -me>osDanS x18].



Recall that VCA) is unique irreducible quotient of21).
*

finitedim if el* =(setofdominantintegral uts)pH*

Now, given A,MeH* define

my(M) =dim VCAM dim of i weightspace- 1 Iin V(A)

so thatchracheMe

Letsgn:W - [11] be unique group homonaphism

with Syn (ra) = -1.



#ofways ofwriting -- as a sum of
Letp(Y =1 positive roots I

= (*functions :4*170 Isuch that1 + 5k(a) =0
-edt

"Kostantpartition function"
(dominant, integral, so dimV(x)(*)

Th (iostant's formula) If 1 ent then

m
x(M) =sgn(r)p(q+8

-w(A +8))
WeW

explicitformula but still less efficientthan
recursive, less explicit algorithms for computation



In proof ofKostant's formula, we encountered two identities:

Leta beget=e (1-2) eCE
xept

Then (1) qchx =[sgn(weN(+8)
WEW

= IsgnIweNS (set+=0 in(l))(2) a
new

substitung (2) into (1) gives the bacterformula

which is ....



Thi If 1 ent then

(S sgn(rer) chx =Ewsgn(w)er (+8)weW

Thus can compute chy by doing "long dwision"

in ring() - butthis is somewhatcomplicated in practice
if141 is large.

Application:an explicitformula
for

onlydefined

deg() * dimV() = y**x/M) fartent



so formal chars with
Let (.) be Espan) e (XeH*] Ifiniteofnonzero coels
Then can define eval: (o- A

Equest
Then deg() =eval (chy).
Also eval:(. + A is a ringhomomorphism

so eval (chichrl=eval (chi) eval (chr).

far we let0a:sto-so be linear map withabe"
This is a derivation:02(g)

=(a(f)g++Palg) since

Pa(ebel) =0aCet)=(+M,2)e* =JaleYe+eOcleM)



Let0 =

5p+0a:)fo -(fo (no longer a derivation)

LetG = sqnwIeN8 so Wexl char. form,is
noW

[sqn(w) eW(8+S)[ Q.chy =P IP =

wew -

3
We wantto apply eval o 0 to both sides of this

Since each On is derivation, a = π le-1), and
att

eval(e-1) =0, one can show thatthis gives-deg(t)

eval(0(a) evaanx) =eval(0(P))
-
-eval (0(G.ch1)) after cancellations



eval (0(P))
This implies thatdeg(t)- et0(a))

Now observe thateval (0(e8))=eral),py(8,x). es)
-Trep +(8,4)

Similarly eval(0(ewi)) =4p+ (8,x) =4(8,wa)act

But recall thatwipermutes d =

(-x)+4)π(8,)
and sends elvy=e(w) roofs in oto-d*so

a=4t

-+(8,)
ineenless- wew

- E sgnlnspy(8,)
=(W).4xe+(S,2)



Similarly we derive eval(0(P)) = Ewsnleval (lew*))

= (WI. I (8+, c). Thus, as deg(t):eva:
x(4t

for (Wexl dimension formula) If + ent then

deg() dim VA)
=a**=4xed+ [8,]

where d=pand <P,2)=



example (type A2) Consider root system
S 11(ill =2/5
12 positive roofs are di,ditta,da, and 8:Gitte
* -Se (*,4) =(11) 11411 coslangle between I andy) so

/ (a,1) =1 =(42,62)
(a,2) =(2,1) =-1/2

Leti, tz SR2 be (6) =(x2,6) =and(x, +25) =1
such that

sti,;7=96i; (8,412 = 28,92) =1,[8,x, +x2) =2

=x=2
every weight ten can be written uniquely

as 1 =m,t, +matz

184*2m8a=
mikee


